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ACCURATEINTERATOMICPOTENTIALSFOR Ni, Al AND Ni3Al
ARTHURF. VOTERANDS1-tlQPINGCHEN
Theoretical Division, LOSAlamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT
To obtain meaningful results from atomistic simulations of materials, the interatomic
potentials must be capable of reproducing the thermodynamic properties of the system of
interest.
Pairwise potentials have known deficiencies that make them unsuitable for
cruantitative investigations of defective reaions such as crack tim and free surfaces. Daw and
Baskes [Phys. Re~. B 29, 6443 (1984)]-have shcwn that including a local “volume” term for
each atom gives the necessary many-body character without the severe computational
dependence of explicit n-body potential terms. Using a similar approach, we have fit an
interatomic potential to the Ni Al alloy system. This potential can treat diatomic Ni2, diatomic
A12, fcc FJi,fcc Al and L12 F?I Al on an equal footing. Details of the fitting procedure are
presented, along with the calcu ?ation of some properties not included in the fit,
INTRODUCTION
Computer-driven at~mistic simulation methods are playing an increasingly important
role in the investigation of the structure and properties of materials. Since the usefulness of
the results often depends directly on the quality of the interatomic potential employed in the
simulation, the development of accurate potentials is of considerable interest.
For metallic systems, the traditional approach has been to use paiwise potentials, either
fitted empirically to bulk thermodynamic data [1,2], or derived from pseudopotentials [3], A
simple pair potential has known deficiencies [e.g., the unrelaxed vacancy formation energy is
the same as the cohesive energy, and the Gauchy pressure (cl -C44) is zero--neither of these
conditions hold true in real solids], which can be remedied by % e addition of an energy term
that depends explicitly on the volume of the system. The physical basis of this volume
dependent term is attributable to the background electron gas in which the ions are embedded.
The electron density that each ion senses is dependent on the volume of the crystal, However,
this approach is implemented by deriving (or fitting) a pair potential for a particular volume,
so that simulations are valid only for a particular density of the system; deviations from this
density require a different pair potential. This type of potential is acceptable if the density
fluctuations in the simulation are small, but it Is clearly inappropriate for defects such as
vacancy clusters, crack tips, or free surfaces, since the different atoms sense very different
“volumes,” This presents a problem, since many important physical processes take place in
these defective regions.
A practical solution to this problem has recently been presented by Daw and Baskes [4].
They proposed writing the energy of the system as a pairwlse potential plus a term for each
atom (the “embedding energy”) that is a function of the local electron density that the atom
senses due to nearby atoms. Simulation results using these potentials show dramatic
improvement over pair potentials [5], with only about twice the computational effort. In
essence, the embedding energy provides Ii local “volume” term for each atom, so that large
variations in local atom density can be described accurately,
Using an approach similar to the embedded atom method, potentials have been fit to a
number of fcc metals [6], The approach differs from previous methods primarily In the use of
an attractive pairwise interaction and the inmrporatlon of properties of the dlatomic molecule
in the empirical fit, We present here a potential for the L1 ordered alloy Ni3Al, consisting of
potentials for fcc Ni and Al, along with an appropriate NL A cross potential, These potenllais
have been used to simulate grain boundaries [7] and relaxed surface structures [8], SectIon II
contains a description of the fitting procedure for the pure metals (more detdl Is given
elsewhere [6]) and Sec. Ill discusses the Ni-Al cross potential,
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In the embedded atom approach, the energy of an n-particle homonuclear system is
written as

(1)
(izj)
where r]” is the distance between atoms i and j, $ is a pairwise interaction potential, F is the
embeddl k g function, and ~ is the densi~ at atom i due to a!! its neigh~~,

/n\

To mimic the classicai electrostatic interaction between two sphericai atomic charge densities,
the pairwise potential is taken to be a Morse potential,
~(r) =

D~{l-OXp[-aM(r-f?

M)]}2

-

DM

,

(3)

The three ~arameters, Dk~, RM, and ak~, define the deDth, distance to the minimum. and a
measure of the curvatur’;’”ne&’r” the m~~i”mum,resoecti~ely, The density function, ”p(r), is
taken as
p(r) - #[e-Pr

+ 29e-2Pr]

,

(4)

where ~ is an adjustable parameter,
This is the density (ignoring normalization) of a
hydrogenic 4s orbital, with the second term added to ensure that (r) decreases monotonically
with r over the whole range of Poss:ile interaction distances (2# is the relative normalization
factor for a 4s orbital with a doubled exponent), This was chosen for describing first row
transition metals, but was found to work well for a nun?het of fcc metals.
Ftose et al, 19] have shown that tho cohesive energy of most metals can be scaled to a
simple universal function, which is approximately
Eu(a’)

= -Eo(l+a*)e-a*

,

(5)

where a“ is a reduced distance variable and E. is the depth of the function at the minimum
(a*=O). Foliowing Foiles et al. [5,10], F(~) is specified by requiring that the energy of the
fcc crystal obeys Eq, (5) as the lattice constant is varied, The appropriate scaling is obtained
by taking E. as the equilibrium cohesive meray of the solid (Ecoh), and defining a“ by
a“ - (E@)

- 1) / (Ecoh/9B@/2

,

(6)

where a is the Iattire constant, a. is the equilibrium lattice constant, B is the bulk modulus,
and fl Is the equilibrium atomic volume. ThUS, k~owing Eco , ao, and B, the embectdno
function is defined by requiring that the crystal energy from Eq, 15) match the energy from Eq.
(1) for all values of a“, By fitting F(p) in this wa~, the potsntlal is appropriate for a large
range of densities. Note that because PI*cannot be expressed neatly as a function of p, the
construction of F(p) is performed numerically once $(r) and p(r) are known.
To be suitable for uss in molecular dynamics and molacular statics simulations, the
interatomic potential, and its first derivatives with respect to nuclear coordinates, should be
continuous at all geometries of the system. This Is accomplished by forcing $(r), $’(r), p(r), and
p’(r) to go smoothly to zero at a cutoff distance, r t, lvhich is used as a parameter in the
fitting procedure. So that F(p) is properly defined, %u(a’) is also modified to go smoothly to

zero when the expanded crystal has a nearest neighbor distance equal to rcut.
Having specified the functional forms for ~(r), p(r), and F( ~), we now describe the
fitting procedure. BeCalJSe of the way F(~) is determined, the potential always gives a perfect
fit to the experimental values of ao, Ec h, and B for any choice of Q(r) and p(r). The remaining
five parameters,
by minimizing the
RM, DM! aMr ?, and rcut, are determined
root-mean-square deviation (~ ~s) between the calculated and experimental values fo the
three cubic elastic constants (&l , Cl z, and C44), the vacancy formation energy ( AE i 1v),
and the bond length (Re) and bon d energy (De) of the diatomic molecule, and by requiring tha!
the hcp and bcc crystal structures be less stable than fee.
This is accomplished using a
simplex search procedure [11].
Including diatomic data in the fit for condensed phase potentials may seem inappropriate.
However, good experimental results for diatomics are usually available, enhancing the total
amount of experimental data guiding the fit. Since the embedded atom potential should be
capable of describing a wide range of atomic densities, the diatomic mo!ecule provides an
experimental reference for an environment with very low density. The resulting potential
should be more reliable for treating small metal clusters, and processes thai generate clusters,
such as surface sputtering.
Table I shows the experimental data used in the fits for the two metals, along with the
calculated values and Xrm , The fits are seen to be quite good. Allowing the power of r in p(r)
to vary from 6 [see Eq. (4fl, as would be appropriate to describe an Al 3s or 3p orbital density
rather than 4s, was found to give negligible improvement in the fit for Al. Table II shows the
optimized parameters.
vs - N@
For a general alloy system, the energy expression becomes

(7)
(l*j)
where the density at atom i Is now given by

(8)

with subscripts ti and ti indicating the atom types, For the binary NI-AI alloy, the functions
I$NINI,ONiAl,41Al 1,PNI, PAI, FN[ ad FAI are needed. All of these except I$NIAIare known from
the pure metal 4Is.
In addition to varying the parameters in $Ni 1, two features of the energy gxpresslon can
be exploited to ald In fitting the alloy properties. Pnspectlon of Eq. (1) shows that the energy of
pure NI Is invariant with respect to scallng of pNl, If FNI ( p) Is modlfled correspondingly; I,e,,
pNi(r)
FNl(~)

‘--”>

---->

(9)

SNI p~l(r)
FNi(jYSNl)

.

(lo)

The energy of the alloy system, however, Is not Invariant with respect to this transformation,
so that sNl can be optimized In the alloy fit without affecting the single component potentials,
Since the alloy energy Is unchanged if both pNi and pAl are scaled by the s&me amount, there is
no need for the corresponding parameter, sA1. Equation (1) Is also Invariant to the addlllon or a
Ilnear term to F( (5),

(11)

if ~(r) is transformed as
$NiNi(r)

‘-–>

$NiNi(d

- 29NiP(r)

.

(12)

This leads to two more parameters (gNi and gAl) that can be optimized in the fit to alloY
properties.
Assuming a Morse potential with variable cutaff distance for @NiAl(r), there are a total
of seven parameters (DM, R , aM, rcut, SN”, gN”, and gAl) to be optimized in the fit to alloY
properties, The experiments Yquantities usec! in the simplex fit are the Ni3Al lattice constant,
cohesive energy, elastic constants, ordering energy (AEord), vacancy formation ener9yt (111)
and (100) antiphase boundary (APB) energies, the super intrinsic stacking fault (S1S)
energy, and the lattice constant and cohesive cmergy of B2 phase NiAl (CSCI structure). The
subjectively “best” fit, shown in Table 3, wa? achieved by allowing different fitting strengths
for the different experimental quantities, The inclusion of the APB and S1S energies was found
‘o be quite important, as neglecting them often led to potentials with negative APB or S1S
$nwgies (indicating that the L1 structure is not the most stable). The data on B2 NiAl was
included to broaden the range o? stolchiometries over which the potential is valid. The overali
potential is thus capable of describing diatomic Ni2, diatomic A12, fcc Ni, fcc Al and L1z
NiJAl, and should give a reasonable description of the phases and structures intermediate to
the$e.
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TABLE 1. Metal properties used in fit. Calculated values of ao, E oh and B match experiment
exactly due to the way F ( p ) is determined. Superscripts are 1he experimental refer~nces
(a=Ref. 12, b=Ref. 13, c=Ref. 14, d=Ref. 15, e=Ref. 16, f=Ref. 17, g=ref 18, h=Ref. 19).
Al

Ni
QXQL@lG
3,52a

so(A)

4.05a

Emh(eV)

4.45b

3.36C

B(I0’2erg/cm3)

1.81d

o,79d

Cl, (1012erg/cm3)

2.$”4

2.44

l,14d

1.07

c1 2(1012erg/cm3)

1.4+

1.49

0.61 9d

0,652

C44(1012erg/cm3)

1,25d

1.26

0,316d

0.322

AEfl v (eV)

1.60e

1.60

o.75f

0.73

De(OV)

1.959

1.94

1.60h

1,54

Re(A)

2,29

2.23

2,47h

2.45

0,75

X(rms”/O)

3.85

TABLE 11,Potential parameters optimized from fits to the experimental data in TABLE 1.

_Lu--AL
DM(e~)

1.5335

3,7760

RM(A)

2.2053

2,1176

aM(A”l)

1.7728

1.4859

13(A-1)

3.64f)8

3.3232

rcut(A)

4.7895

5,5550

TABLE Ill. Metal properties used to fit.the Ni AI cross potet]tial.
Superscripts are the
experimental references(a=Ref. 20, b=Ref. 21, c=i ef. 22, d=Ref. 23, e=Ref. 24, f=Ref. 12).

a“.

so(A)

3.567a

3.57J

Eco@/)

4.57b

4.59

Cl 1(1012erg/cm3)

2.30C

2.46

Cl 2(1012erg/cm3)

1.50C

1.37

C44(1012erg/cm3)

1.31C

1.23

AEflv (eV)

1.6i0.2d

1.64(Ni), 1.87(AI)

SISF(I 11) (mJ/m2)

1Oi+

13

APB(100) (mJ/m2)

140*14 e

83

APB(111) (mJ/rn2)

180t30

142

e

NiAl~
so(A)

2,88f

2,87

Ecoh(ev)

4.51b

4.38

